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Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing

This system combines the Divine Earth Energy and power of Archangels to communicate with and heal animals. It calls on Archangels Uriel, Raphael, Michael, and Gabriel to intervene and lend their power to heal animals. Divine Earth Energy is called forth to heal animals in body, mind, and spirit. Your connection with this energy will heighten your telepathic and empathic abilities to both, communicate with animals and heal animals. During the attunement to Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing, you will be attuned to all of the energies of this system and the 2 symbols, which will greatly heighten your abilities to perform any and all of the techniques in this manual.

Animals become ill because of several things, but just as with humans, it is most certainly stress related. In the wild, animals are effected by pollution, which can include chemicals such as pesticides, and loss of habitat. This causes an animal to become stressed which in turn, lowers their immune system and prevents them from resisting illness and disease.

The loss of habitat results in overcrowding, starvation, and changes in lifestyle. Animals in the wild weaken and may fall victim to the stresses of pollution of water, air, and the soil. With their resistance low, stress and toxins cannot be relieved and released as they would normally, and so these build up slowly causing illness and disease. Chemicals such as pesticides can kill an animal quickly or bring a slow decline in health.

Domestic animals have all of the same issues as wild animals plus the added tension and stress of the people they live with. A household filled with anger, resentment, tension, and stress, puts more stress on the animals living there. At this point, I would like to clarify that unless you are abusing or neglecting your animal friends that live with you, you are not to blame for their becoming ill. Animals are Angels of the Earth. They are healers. They keep the Earth in balance, which helps heal the Earth, and they often take on much of the stress and tension of the people they love and live with, in an attempt to heal their human friends.

It has been proven that people who have a lot of stress and tension which can lead to heart diseases, actually feel better and have less stress when they have a dog or cat around they can pet and hug. These days, many dogs and some other animals are certified therapy animals that go to hospitals and nursing homes to visit people who are confined or ill. Animals are healers. They are here on this Earth to help heal others, to give unconditional love, to assist people with disabilities, such as blindness, loss of hearing, and other ailments. Animals help heal people and the Earth by absorbing negative energies that cause stress and tension from the environment and people around them. Domestic animals actually pull the
stress and tension that causes illness and disease out of their human friends and take it upon themselves. They do this with unconditional love and without being asked—they are Angels of the Earth.

There are two reasons why illnesses manifest in animals in the way they do:

1. Specific breeds of animals have specialty areas of healing.
2. The stress and tension is stored in the animal’s body in specific areas, just as in humans, which manifest into illness and disease.

Certain breeds of animals can specialize in removing specific stresses that can cause illness and disease in humans. For example, certain breeds of dogs are prone to specific diseases. The golden retriever is prone to obesity, tumors, especially around the face and head. These dogs work to pull negative energies that may cause these health problems in humans away from the people they live with. While they may take on all types of stress and tension in their environment, these are their specialty areas. Chows are prone to epileptic seizures, which would be their specialty area of helping to heal humans. Dogs prone to stomach problems, nervous disorders, or heart disease, all have their specialty areas of healing expertise. Ferrets are prone to bacterial infections such as respiratory, stomach or intestinal infections, or flu, which is their specialty area of helping to heal their human friends. While they can take on the stress and tension that may cause any illness or disease, they have certain areas in which they do more healing work. Cats are often prone to kidney infections and disease, and feline leukemia. This is their specialty areas of helping to heal humans. Cats will also lie down next to people while sleeping and snuggle very close or lie on a person in areas needing healing. When they do this the will purr very loudly and the person will relax, breath easier, and feel a sense of comfort. The cat is drawing off negative energies – stress and tension – that are stored in the person’s body and that may be making the person ill. They also protect their human friends from negative energies or spirits that may be lingering around. Cats are aware of these things and are especially psychic in picking up these negative energies or spirits at night. My cats take turns walking me safely to the bathroom at night and back to bed. I have 2 cats, and they will look at each other, and one of them will escort me safely. The other cat may take the next turn. I always thank the one who has escorted me for their protection. Animals who work in all general areas of healing without being prone to specific illnesses or diseases, pull all types of negative energies from their environment and the people around them without any specialty areas of concentration.

These wonderful Angels of the Earth actually pull the stress and tension that may cause illness and disease away from people they live with and take it into themselves. Shamans do this when they perform healings, with the exception that they hold a stone or something else in their hand to
store the negative energies in, so that it does not go into them and make them ill. If they use a stone or crystal, it can be cleansed and used again. Other things they might use will be buried or tossed into running water to transform these negative energies into positive energies by the Earth.

Domestic animals kept in cages, tied up, and enclosed with little human contact and no exercise or room to run, become ill because they do not have enough space or proper care, and this is combined with the fact that the animal cannot do what it was born to do—it is not allowed to follow its life path—it cannot help heal people or the Earth. Often this is compiled with neglect and abuse for which there simply is no excuse on the person’s part. The result is the animals get sick, listless, suffer, and die—often a horrible and painful death.

Each of us has a life purpose or life path on this Earth, and animals also follow their own path. Their purpose is to help heal the Earth and this includes helping to heal people. When we someone or something prevents us from following our path and fulfilling our purpose on this Earth, whether we are plants, animal, humans, or Earth herself, we can become ill. It is important that we do everything we can to care for animals, and help them to fulfill their purpose in coming to this Earth. They are here to serve us and the Earth, and we are responsible for treating them with kindness, love, and respect. Remember, if your animal should become ill, it is not your fault if you are giving them proper care and attention. This is a part of the cycle of life that every living thing on Earth endures as we seek to serve others. Give your animal friends medical attention, combined with Reiki healing, and lots of love and gratitude for the work they do on this Earth as healers and teachers. Animals have pure spirits. They do not need to be reborn to learn lessons, however they may reincarnate if they choose to do so. They too, have free will.

Telepathic Communication with Animals

Animals will tell you what is troubling them if you pay attention. Think of what you want to know, the questions you want to ask to get a clear idea in your mind. Telepathic communicate is a rapid flow of symbols, pictures, or words that form in your mind with ease and speed. It works on a higher vibration and therefore moves at a faster pace than physical communication. Any symbols used will have a meaning to you, or the animals (person, or spirit) communicating with you. You will understand it all on a subconscious level. Your higher self knows what is being communicated. However, you want to be able to recall these to your conscious mind so that you will understand on the physical plane how best to help the animal. If you do not understand something, ask the animal to repeat it in a way you can understand. Generally, you will understand right away.
To communicate with telepathically with animals, you must first quiet your mind and become One with the animal. Relax, trust yourself and the animal. Don’t allow anything to distract you. Gaze into the animal’s eyes, but not in a threatening way, or gaze just slightly above the animal’s head. Your gaze should be looking beyond, not really at the animal. Allow your mind to empty of all thoughts, fears, and worries. Your mind needs to be free, empty of all thoughts so that you can receive communications from the animal without interference. You will have that distant look in your eyes that you get when you are daydreaming, because you will be in a state of trance. Everyone does this at times, but they are not always aware they are doing it. It is as if you are somewhere else, not really here. It is very similar to daydreaming, but you will be focusing on the animal’s energy body. What you are doing is not seeing them physically, but seeing them energetically. You are between the worlds when you do this, because you are beyond the physical realm.

Once you have reached this state with a purely open mind, focus on the animal’s energies, and begin to form questions in your mind. You will receive answers much more rapidly than you may be used to, because telepathic communication is between energy bodies and the higher self of both you and the animal. On the higher plane, vibrations are higher and move at a faster speed, because they are not weighed down by the physical density, which moves slower and lower in vibration. Your vibration will be faster and higher in the energy body realm.

Any questions you ask should be short, direct, and to the point. The answers received will be the same—short, direct, and to the point. You may only be able to hold this contact with the higher energy bodies for a short period of time, but with practice, you will be able to do it longer. The more you do this and work with these energies, the better you will get at it and the stronger you will become at telepathic communications. Once you begin working with these energies, you may occasionally pick up a stray thought without willing it—don’t let this alarm you. Just know that you are opening up your psychic centers and it might happen on rare occasions. There is no need to worry about it happening constantly because it is highly unlikely this will happen often. You can simply move from that daydream like trance state back into your physical conscious state in an instant and it will immediately break the connection for the time being.

Because the energy bodies and higher realms are lighter, faster, and higher in vibration than the physical realm, your physical body will pull you back to the physical realm. If you were not able to discover all you needed to know at one time, you can try again later or the next day to receive more information. Make sure your questions are short and direct so that you can receive more information during the time you are connected to the animal telepathically. Long, obscure questions will not give you the information or results you need. Short precise questions will be faster and more specific.
You won’t receive long detailed explanations telepathically from the animal. Yes or no questions, or questions that are one word answers, or very short sentences will work best. “Where does it hurt?” may give you an instant vision of the area of pain. “How do you feel?” may give you a feeling of nausea or pain that reveals symptoms the animals is having. When asking a stray or lost animal questions, something like “What is your name?” can give you the animal’s name or something so similar that you will recognize it if you hear of, or see information about a missing or lost animal on a poster. You can ask a new animal that has come into your home, “Who are you?” If you don’t receive an answer, ask again, and you will either see a flash vision of the animal in a past life, or be given a name. I have done this and it does work. Asking a lost animal, “Where do you live?” will give you either a flash of the area, the house, or place, sometimes a name or something useful, unless . . . the animal does not want to return there for some reason. Use any information you receive telepathically from the animal to help you understand the animal, what it wants, needs, and feels. Does it have pain—where? Is it hungry, lost, ill? What does the animal want you to know? This last one is a good question to ask. “What do you want to tell me?”

Healing with Visualization and Angels

To further discover what is wrong, what illness or disease has a role in the animal’s life, you must use visualization. Put your palms together either in prayer form, or in a Kundalini method, where the palms are together and the fingers of one hand touch the wrist of the other hand, and clear your mind.

Take 3 deep breaths, and exhale slowly, to help yourself get into a higher state of mind. Call on the Archangels Uriel, Raphael, Michael, and Gabriel. Ask them to guide you and to send healing to the animal in this manner. 

I call on Archangel Uriel, Archangel Raphael, Archangel Michael, and Archangel Gabriel, and I ask that you guide me as you send healing through this animal (or name of the animal) for the highest good.”

It may help to close your eyes, but is not necessary. The angelic healing energies move through the animal starting at the rear and travel up the spine, down the legs, and out the feet and crown of the animal, removing negative energies that cause illness and disease and sending them to the Earth and Heavens for transmutation to positive energies. Feel and see yourself moving through the animal, become one with the healing energies, and move through the animal along with these energies. Pay attention to where the energies flow normally, move slower or are clogged partially or completely. The areas where the energies move slower, or stop flowing are blocked areas, and the energies will try to push through, but if they cannot get through, they will spread out and travel around the area. Like water, the energies move fluidly and will try to push the negativity clogs out, but if
this blocked area is too compacted, the healing energies will move around the area like water rushes over and around a stone in its path. The healing energies of this type are flowing and fluid-like. Visualize them as water if you like. Notice where it slows, stops, or moves around an area. These will be areas in need of clearing and healing where illness and disease may have settled or set in. Notice where the healing energies flow freely. This angelic healing method will help you discover where health problems in the animal are located, and will give the animal some immediate relief. The healing will continue as long as needed after the session. This can be done distantly or in person. Either way is equally powerful.

**Hands on Healing**

I call this method Hands on Healing, though it can be performed in person with your physical hands, or distantly though visualizing your hands moving over the animal and feeling the energies of the animal. You will feel the energies physically in your hands when you do this distantly, just as you would when you do this healing in person. When performing this treatment distantly it may be helpful if you have a picture of the animal, however, you can do this same healing technique if you know a bit of information about the animal, such as the name, breed, symptoms, or illness of the animal. The more information you have the better, but really, all you need is something to identify which animal you are using this healing technique on. Reiki energies are intelligent and will go where it is needed. All you need to do is direct it to the animal.

I will describe this technique as an in person method, but to do it distantly, visualize yourself performing this healing.

Draw this symbol in the palms of both hands before performing this healing technique. This will strengthen the healing energies you send to the animal.
This symbol is the Angels of the Earth Healing Symbol given to me during the channeling of this system. I have drawn it in different colors to show you more clearly how to draw it. The first part drawn is the Cho Ku Rei symbol, but this is a bit different because like the Seichim version, the top is flagged to the right side, rather than the left, and unlike the traditional reiki Cho Ku Rei symbol or the Seichim symbol, this bottom spiral is drawn clockwise or deosil. To draw this symbol as it appears in this system, start at the top right tip of the flag and move left across to where the stem goes down and draw down, then continue on with the spiral moving clockwise.

Next add the infinity symbol like a figure eight. And finally draw the two wings from the stem out starting with the right side moving outward and then do the same on the left side. This symbol for the Angels of the Earth system represents the power of the Cho Ku Rei symbol (put the power here) with the intensity of the Seichim version (One with the Universe). This is combined with the infinity symbol (represented the snakes of Kundalini and infinity), along with the final addition of wings (representing the Angels). The final overall meaning of this symbol is actually the Cho Ku Rei intensified with Seichim, with the caduceus symbol of the medical or healing profession overlaid on top. It combines the energies of Heaven – Universal Oneness—the Divine Creator in balance, Earth, and Angels into one easy symbol. It may look hard at first, but really is quite easy to draw with a bit of practice. You should draw this symbol in the palms of both hands with your finger of the opposite hand, before beginning either the in person animal healing or the distant animal healing to increase the power and intensity of this healing session. Use this symbol for all healing, with one exception—cancer or tumors. For some reason, if you use the symbol drawn as described above on cancer or tumors, they actually grow. So you must use the altered version shown below to shrink and stop the growth of cancer or tumors. So you must use the altered version of this symbol to stop the growth of cancer and shrink tumors.

The alteration on the way this symbol is drawn for that specific illness or disease appears in this manual.

If you are doing this healing technique in person, use your hands by slowly moving them over the animal without actually touching the animal (about 1 to 2 inches above the animal,) to feel where any pain is located in joints, bones, or other places in the body, or where illness is located. These will be areas that you might want to actually place your palms on the physical body of the animal and send healing there. See any inflamed areas, swollen areas, or illness as being healed. Visualize the areas as healing and returning to perfect health. If you do not know what the disease or illness is, just do a general healing in which you visualize the animal as healthy, energized, and full of life. There will be some situations that only one healing will be enough, and others may require more than one healing session. Follow your guidance on this and do as many sessions as you feel are necessary.
If you are doing this technique distantly place your palms together and visualize the healing in the same way as for in person.

Cancer or Tumors

If you know that the animal has cancer or any tumors, there is a special way to draw the original symbol in order to work to shrink, dissolve, or stop the cancer or tumors from growing. The symbol is the same symbol as the one above, and drawn the same way, with the difference being that you draw the spiral counter clockwise, or widdershins. By moving in this direction while drawing this symbol, it works to stop the growth of the tumor or cancer. When you draw the spiral part of the symbol in a clockwise manner, it works to boost the immune system and adds growth of a healthy body. But when you draw the spiral in a counter clockwise manner it works to stop growth, thereby stopping the growth of cancer or tumors. You do not want cancer to spread or grow, and so you should draw the symbol moving in the counter clockwise motion. Just as in the original symbol, start at the top right tip of the flag, move across to the left, and then down. Then begin your spiral going counter clockwise. Next add the infinity symbol by starting at the top, like a figure 8. Finally add the wings. When you use this particular way of drawing the symbol, hold the intention in your mind for the cancer or tumors to stop growing, shrink, and dissolve away.

Here is the symbol drawn in a counter clockwise motion. If you look at the bottom, you will notice the difference in the direction you move in as you draw it.

Symbol 2 – for use with healing cancer or tumors.
When working with this symbol, visualize the tumor or cancer shrinking, getting smaller and dissolving completely. Then follow this visualization with seeing the animal healthy, completely healed, and free of any cancer or tumors.

In this situation, you will have to perform this healing several times, because of the type of illness or disease. Do this as often as you feel guided, over a period of time you feel necessary.

Chakras

Animals have the seven major chakras that are found in humans, located in approximately the same areas.

1. Red in the first chakra (survival instincts) root chakra or groin area.
2. Orange in the second chakra (centering) or lower abdomen area.
3. Yellow in the third chakra (personal power) solar plexus or upper abdomen.
4. Green in the fourth chakra (love and loyalty) heart chakra or the heart area.
5. Blue in the fifth chakra (communications) or throat chakra.
6. Purple in the sixth chakra (psychic ability, intuition, instinct) third eye or between the brow area.
7. White for the seventh chakra (connection to higher realms) crown chakra or top of the head.

Clearing Chakras in Animals

This can be done in person or distantly by visualization and tuning into the animal's energies.

Scan the animal for dark or mottled areas in the animal's chakras by visualization and feeling the animal's energies. Move your hands just above the animal and when you find an area that feels too cold or too hot, or feels unbalanced, use visualization to scan the chakras. If you find dark areas or mottled areas in the chakra you can clear the chakras by visualizing pure white light (which contains all colors) pouring into the animal's crown chakra and spreading throughout the animal's body. See the darkness that has been clinging to the animal's chakras being pushed free of the chakras, starting at the crown located at the top of the head and moving along the spine and out the animal's feet back into the Earth and as
this white light moves through the animal, see the colors of the chakras clear and brighten until they are perfectly glowing in the colors of each chakra. This will cleanse and recharge the animal’s chakras.

Crystal Healing in Animals

Crystals can be used in various ways to heal animals.

Clearing the Aura in Animals

Just as in humans, negativity can collect and cling to an animal’s aura. This can accumulate and cause health risk’s or emotional distress in animals.

Use a serpentine to clear the animal’s aura by holding the stone in your hand just above the animal’s body and move it in a short back and forth motion, as if using an eraser. You are actually removing or erasing the negative dark or cloudy areas in the animal’s aura. Hold this intention when performing this healing. It will only remove any dark or cloudy areas in the animal’s aura, and will leave their aura cleansed and energized.

You can do this distantly by holding tuning into the animal’s energies and holding the serpentine while moving it in the erasing motion. Visualize it clearing the animal’s aura and see the animal’s aura glowing brightly when you are finished.

Healing Emotional Distress in Animals

Animals feel love and do care about the people they live with and people they had lost. They also feel distressed when they have been moving, given away, or had changes in environment, diet, or routine.

To relieve and heal emotional distress in animals, use rose quartz. Hold it and visualize the beautiful soft pink color and pink light flowing from the crystal into the animal’s crown and though the animal’s body. See this energy of love, peace, and light surround the animal with pink light. Do this as needed to help animals cope with any emotional loss or distress. It can be done in person or distantly. You can also attach a small piece of rose quartz to the animal’s collar if possible to help keep this loving energy around the animal at all times.

Psychic Surgery

This should only be used in extreme cases. However, know that there is no way you can harm the animal during this technique, because Spirit and the Angels will actually be doing the psychic surgery, not you. You are only the
catalyst for the energies. However, psychic surgery should not be overused, misused, or abused. It is a powerful healing technique that requires responsibility on the part of the Healer. You should use your inner guidance as to when it is necessary to use this technique. It can be performed in person or distantly, since you do not actually touch the animal with the crystal, but only point it toward the area needing the treatment. Use visualization and intent when doing this distantly.

You will need the assistance of the Archangels for this technique. Cleanse and charge a quartz crystal wand to be used in healing for the highest good. Prepare yourself in meditation and prayer before beginning. When you are ready,
Say, “I call on Archangel Uriel, Archangel Raphael, Archangel Michael, and Archangel Gabriel to assist me in this healing. Guide my hands and my vision so that I may psychically remove this (name the illness or disease, or say growth, tumor, cancer, etc.) that is no longer needed and is harming this animal (breed and name of animal if you know it). I thank you, and I know you will do this for me.”
Take three deep breaths, exhaling slowly. Begin by pointing the quartz crystal point toward the area of the illness. You do not have to do anything else, except visualize the illness or disease and see the crystal cutting it away. Archangel Michael will guide your hands. When it has been removed, see the mass of illness disintegrate in your hand. Now, see Archangel Raphael heal the wound. See the animal being surrounded in love and light by the four Archangels.
The animal may be a bit sore in the area this psychic surgery was performed for a few days. Just send healing energies and pink light to heal the animal. This technique is a variation of a type of Shaman Healing in many different cultures.

Healing Pain and Swollen Joints in Animals

For this, you need a special stone that is able to fit in your hand comfortably. It should be smooth and feel good in your hand. This stone can be a river rock, or a high quality stone. But it will be yours alone. No one else will be able to use your Divinity stone.
Hold the stone in your palm just above the animal’s injury with the intention of pulling out the swelling, inflammation, and pain. You should be able to see a grayish light rising up out of the injured area on the animal. It may be thick and darker at first and then will gradually turn lighter. If you feel guided to move the stone over a bit, do so. Continue holding the stone over the animal’s injured or sore joints until you see the light coming up out of the animal change to a beautiful blue. When this happens, it is the end of this session. It means the stone has absorbed all of the negativity it can hold at this time, or the negative energies causing the injury are gone and pulled out. See the injured area healing and the joints, ligaments, and
tissues return to normal. Cleanse your stone by holding it under cold running water. This is an old Shaman and Folk Medicine technique for healing.

Helping an Animal Cross Over

As painful as it may be, there are times when an animal must let go and cross over. If the animal is suffering, you will want to use the symbol and healing technique given in the beginning part of this manual to relieve the pain and suffering. Next, you will need to talk to the animal and tell him or her it is okay to go. Just as with people, animals become very attached and do love the people that care for them. They sometimes do not want to leave these people and must be guided to cross over. Tell the animal it is okay to go to the light, and that you will be fine. Tell the animal you love him or her, and that it is time to go now.

I have had to do this with several of my animal friends, and they have crossed over peacefully in my arms after telling them it was okay for them to go. Given the choice of clinging to them and holding them here while they struggled and suffered, or letting them go—I chose to allow them to free themselves of the pain and suffering when I knew it was time to let them go. They might have clung to life and suffered as long as they could have held on, had I not given them the peace of mind and love to release them. When and if this time comes, follow your heart and guidance on this, and if you realize it must be so—tell the animal you love them and that it is okay for them to go to the light.

My animals friends that have crossed over did always come back within a day or so to show me in visions that they were alive, healthy, happy, and free of illness and pain. They also thanked me for helping them to cross over more easily. If you are ever faced with this situation, you will know in your heart what needs to be done. May you be strong enough to follow your heart’s guidance.

Finding Lost Animals

Call on the Angels, Archangel Michael and the Animal’s Guardian Angel in particular to help with this situation. Ask the Angels to keep the animal safe and to guide you to the animal, or to guide the animal back home to you. Clear your mind and open up to receiving messages as to where the animal might be.

Getting an Animal to Come to You
If a domestic animal is running loose making a game out of keeping just out of reach, you can surround the animal with pure pink light and love. If the animal feels anger, irritation, frustration, etc. coming from you, the animal will not come to you. Surround the animal in pure pink light and love to calm him or her. Get down to the animal’s level; don’t stand over the animal in a manner that may appear threatening to a frightened animal. So get down on their level if possible or closer to the ground to seem less threatening. Call the surround him or her in pink light and love, and gently call the animal to you. I have caught many stray animals in this manner that no one else could get near.

Attuning Others

Distance Attunement
I always ask for protection before sending an attunement to be sure that nothing negative can attach, interfere, or intervene in the attunement. It is up to you if you choose to do this or not. Here is how I do it:

I call on Archangel Uriel, Archangel Raphael, Archangel Michael, and Archangel Gabriel and I ask that you protect me during the sending of this attunement and that you protect (name of person being attuned) during the receiving of this attunement. Do not allow anything negative to attach, interfere, or intervene in this attunement in any way. I thank you.”
I then proceed with the attunement.

To pass The Angels of the Earth Attunement, use intention. Say, “I ask that (name) be attuned to the Angels of the Earth Animal Healing on (date) at (time). I ask that this attunement continue until (name of person being attuned) receives it in its entirety and until it is complete. Thank you. And so it is.”
That is all there is to it.

In Person Attunement

Place one hand slightly above the crown of the person being attuned, and the other hand slightly in front of the person’s third eye. Send the energies of the Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing attunement as described for the distance attunement.

Receiving the Attunement—distance attunement.

You will need to have about 25 minutes of quiet time to receive your attunement where you will not be disturbed. Get comfortable and relax. Take three deep breaths, and exhale slowly. When you are ready, say, “I
accept this attunement for Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing from (name your teacher) now."

Then just relax and allow the energies to flow in to you.
If you are having an in person attunement, then relax and follow your teachers instructions. Just mentally say, “I accept this attunement for Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing now.” And allow the energies to flow in to you.

Note:

It is suggested that the prerequisite for being attuned to Angels of the Earth – Animal Healing have some experience with energy healing. Reiki Master, and or Kundalini Master would be excellent. However, since each person is different, I feel this is only a suggestion and that each teacher should be free to use their own judgement on this issue. If you feel someone who wants this attunement can handle the energies and responsibilities of this type of animal healing, then you many attune him or her.

There is no set price for anyone selling this attunement. However, please do respect the energies and do not list it as a free attunement on any yahoo groups or anywhere similar.

The Angels of the Earth – Animal Healing system is copyrighted material. The manual and artwork are copyrighted to Linda C. Colibert. Do not change or rearrange any part of this manual in any way or form. Permission is required in order to translate. Contact the founder, Linda C. Colibert at sonlynx@suddenlink.net or linda@spiritlightreiki.com To ask permission if you want to translate this manual into another language.

For the German version of this manual contact Heidi Gebhard-Burger at heidi@reikimond.de

Note: Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing is not associated or affiliated with any other reiki system that may have a similar title or name. This Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing is not to be confused with any other reiki system or animal healing system, earth energy system, or angel system that may be in existence. Angels of the Earth—Animal Healing is not a part of any other reiki system.

Disclaimer:

Reiki is a form of energy healing that always helps and never harms. If your animal friend is ill, please take him or her to the veterinarian and seek medical attention for the animal. Reiki works hand in hand with the medical profession. I do not claim that this healing system will heal any animal. Spirit always has the final say in what is for the Highest Good. I have had excellent results using this system and the techniques
personally, however, I cannot guarantee that anyone else will have the same results. Each person, animal, and situation is different and everyone will have different experiences. Results may vary, depending on where you are in your spiritual path and how much you work with the energies, and other circumstances.